
----- Original Message -----
From:  Robert Manzo 
To:  Bloom, Ron; Feldman, Matthew
Cc:
Sent:  Wed Apr 29 22:44:10 2009
Subject:

Ron/matt.  Hi.  We just �nished with the u s trustee here in nyc and did pretty well.  They are pleased with 
our report  and status.

I just spoke to matt and he shared with me the latest discussion/ask from the holdout lenders.

If I understand it correctly they want the 2 billion shared pro rata and an additional 500 million shared 
only among their holdout group.

If that’s all accurate I hope that we still try to �nd a way to get them on side.

That’s too close to not exhaust every avenue to get this done.

Please let us know what we can do to help bridge the gap.  Example- if we have to re look at more
vendor consolidations to save some money here we will.

We can easily �nd 250 million of savings to help fund this last piece.

We have other ideas as well.

I hope you think its worth giving this one more shot.  We will work with you and matt to get this done.

I’m around.

__________________________________
From:  Feldman, Matthew
To:  Robert Manzo
Sent:  Wed Apr 29 22:46:06 2009
Subject: Re:

I’m now not talking to you.  You went where you shouldn’t.

----- Original Message -----
From:  Robert Manzo
To:  Feldman, Matthew
Sent:  Wed Apr 29 22:50:15 2009
Subject:  Re:

Sorry.  I didn’t mean to say the wrong thing and I obviously did.  I was just trying to make sure that if we 
had to contribute to the solution you knew we had some room.

Sorry I didn’t realize the mistake!!  Bob

__________________________________
From:  Feldman, Matthew
To:  Robert Manzo
Sent:  Thur Apr 30 03:54 2009
Subject: Re:.

It’s over.  The President doesn’t negotiate second rounds.  We’ve given and lent billions of dollars so your 
team could manage this properly.  I’ve protected your managemant and Board and now your telling me 
you’re going to try to put me in a position to have to bend to a terrorist like Lauria.  That’s BS. 
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